In this paper, several data mining techniques were discussed and analyzed in order to achieve the objective of human daily activities recognition based on a continuous sensing data set. The data mining techniques of decision tree, Naïve Bayes and Neural Network were successfully applied to the data set. The paper also proposed an idea of combining the Neural Network with the Decision Tree, the result shows that it works much better than the typical Neural Network and the typical Decision Tree model.
Introduction
Researches based on the wearable sensors for detecting and recognizing the human daily activities attracted a lot of attention of a large number of researchers in recent years. The human activities of daily living recognition techniques based on sensors are widely used in smart home, remote electronic medical and many other areas. A variety of data mining techniques can be applied to the study of activities recognition based on the sensor data. However, due to the diversity and the complexity of the sensing data, not every kind of data mining techniques can easily applied to them. In practice, it usually requires a systematic data analysis and processing, in order to realize the recognition by the specific data mining methods. This paper investigated the use of some sensors to detect several daily activities i.e. walking, standing, sitting, drinking, and cleaning, etc. These activities are classified into two categories, the locomotion indicated the state of the body while the gestures indicated the movement of hand. In this paper, the performances of three classifiers namely Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes and Neural Network on the same data set were compared. At last, the paper proposed a hybrid classification model which is a combination of Decision Tree and Neural Network, it was proved this hybrid classification model performed well in this situation.
Related works
There are a variety of data mining techniques can be applied to this research using the sensing data of accelerometers, many researchers have proposed different approaches to classification. Yu Jin Hong et al. [1] proposed a novel method to recognize a user's activities of daily living with accelerometers and RFID sensor based on a decision tree model. Gamze Uslu et al. [2] uses Naïve Bayes classifier for the classification of simple actions, especially on the falling detection in order to provide some emergency assistance using the tri-axial accelerometer. Annapurna Sharma et al. [3] uses a 4-layer back propagation neural network to classify the human activities. A Tri-axial accelerometer sensor wore on the subject's chest has been used for capturing the acceleration of the movements associated. Some other researchers focus on the comparison of different data mining techniques. Xi Long et al. [4] compared two data mining methods of decision tree model and naive Bayes model in their work, recognized some locomotion states by a single tri-axial accelerometer. Saisakul Chernbumroong et al. [5] using four different sets of features to classify five daily living activities with a wrist-worn accelerometer, and the data mining techniques of decision tree C4.5 and Artificial Neural Network have been compared in their works.
Methodology
As Fig. 1 shows, the procedure of this paper including six parts: The input dataset is the same for the three classification models. According to the different data mining techniques, the selection of the attributes is flexible changed based on the analysis of each technique. After made the decision of the attributes, it perhaps needs to go through the procedure of data preprocessing and the linear fitting depends on the different data mining technique. The processed data will be transferred to the classification model, the result analysis procedure will be carried out based on the result.
A. Data description
The OPPORTUNITY dataset, which is also called Activity and Context Recognition with Opportunistic Sensor Configurations. It contains naturalistic human activities recorded in a sensor rich environment. [6] [7] There are 7sets of inertial measurement units and 12 acceleration sensors in total on the body. The distribution of the on-body sensors is shown as Fig.2 .
The format of the data set is shown by Table 1 . There are 116 columns of data in total, and they can be divided into four parts: The first part indicated of time, the sensing data is collected every 33 milliseconds; The second part indicated of the values of accelerometers, including 36 columns of data, there are 12 accelerometer sensors on the body, mainly distributed on the limbs; The third part indicated of Inertial Measurement Unit values, including 77 columns of data, there are 7 set of inertial measurement sensors; The last part of the dataset is the two-columns label of the human actions, the labels marked the actions as a locomotion state or a gesture. 
B. Principal component analysis (PCA)
Principal Component Analysis transformed the data to a new coordinate system according to the orthogonal linear transformation. The data with the greater variance becomes to the coordinate, which is also called the first principal component after the mapping. [8] Considering the features of the Opportunity Dataset, the PCA algorithm can be used in the preprocessing part for the following reasons. Firstly, The Opportunity dataset contains large amounts of data, which makes it necessary to reduce the dimensions by PCA. Secondly, PCA algorithm makes it easier to find out the key attribute of the dataset and guarantees the accuracy of classification. Lastly, it's possible to reduce the noise and redundancy by using the PCA algorithm.
C. Decision tree
The 36 columns of accelerometer data were used as the input of Decision tree classifier. The original 36 columns of triaxial data were mapped into 12 columns by using the Principal Component Analysis, reducing the dimensions makes the classification much easier and efficient. The regularity of data in each kind of activities was presented by showing the changes of sensor value of RKN^, HIP, LUA_ and RUA_ as Fig. 3 .
The figures reflected the differences of different activities in the range of its values and the trend of curves. This makes it possible to classify all of these activities, if calculating the slopes and intercepts of the curves after linear fitting. It can be learned from Fig.3: ( According to the analysis above, if the approximate function can be constructed for each attribute, the activities can be classified by the value of slopes and the intercepts.
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The process of decision tree starts with checking the sensing value of RUA_. In the next layer, sensing value of HIP, RKN^ and LUA^ will be checked, and leading to six categories of different activities.
D. Naïve Bayes
In Naïve Bayes model, the classification is related with each attribute's value. Since the attributes are continuous variables, it cannot be directly used in the Naïve Bayes classifier. In order to calculate the probability of the data sample belongs to a known category, each attribute's value was split into 10 intervals according to the maximum value and minimum value of one certain attribute. The classification result is decided by calculating the probability, the category which has the maximum probability will be recorded as the classification result of the data sample.
E. Neural network
This section discussed the designing of the back propagation neural network classifier for human activity classification. The number of the nodes in the input layer is set to 30 depending on the dimensions of the training sample, and the number of the output nodes is 2, the number of the nodes in the hidden layer is related to the training data sample, it should be set to the value ranges from 7 to 16. The influence of different hidden nodes can be seen as Table 2 by the comparisons of the classification accuracy: The result shows that the network works better when there are 15 hidden nodes. And finally the dataset were mapped into (0, 1) interval by using the 0-1 Normalization method.
In order to increase the classification accuracy of neural network, this paper proposed a classifier model based on the ideas of neural network and decision tree. The main idea of this hybrid neural network model is described as: (1)Since the result of traditional neural network model showed it cannot perform very well to distinguish the state of walk and stand, then the classification of locomotion can be divided into two stages. In the first stage, makes a rough classification of the three locomotion states, which aims to distinguish the sit state, and the walk state and the stand state will be classified as a new category. In the second stage, this new category will be fine classified, using the different values of the key attributes to distinguish walk from stand. (2)The classification of gesture is also divided into two stages. After found out the most easily misjudged gesture, the open gesture and the close gesture, so these two gestures will be merged in the first stage, and focus on the classification of drinking cup, clean table. In the next stage, focus on the fine classification of open and close gesture.
Result and analysis
The results of three classifiers are listed as Table 3 and Table 4 . Table 3 indicates the classification accuracy of the Gesture part, while Table 4 indicates the Locomotion part.
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A. Result analysis of Decision Tree
The result shows that the recognition accuracy of locomotion activities is relatively better than the recognition of gesture activities. From the classification result, it can be seen that the decision tree model is not very suitable for classifying the gesture activities. Due to the limitations of the sensing data, the result doesn't meet the expectations. The classification accuracy will increase if taking more sensing data into consideration, this might be helpful for the future improvement of the decision tree model. The advantages of decision tree model are that the process of classification is very simple and intuitive. Each leave node of the tree will lead to a kind of classification, and its traces can be easily tracked. The disadvantages of decision tree are also obviously. It's hard to find a way to build the tree model automatically, and artificially constructing a tree model has its own limitations, which is it is not easy to find the optimal model.
B. Result analysis of Naïve Bayes
This classification result is similar with the conclusion of the decision tree classifier, but in general, the Naïve Bayes classifier performs better than the decision tree model. Naïve Bayes method assumes that each attribute is independent, it will ignore the actual existence of dependencies, this leading to a decline of classification accuracy. However, the attributes are obviously not independent in this case. Naïve Bayes model provides a detailed analysis of the classification results, find out the classification categories which are easily misjudged, and corresponding analysis can be carried out based on these results, the key attributes can be used to construct a more appropriate classification model. However, it removed the associations between attributes, mandatorily turns the dependent attributes into independent attributes, which led to reducing the classification accuracy.
C. Result analysis of Hybrid Neural Network
From the classification result, it proves that in this case of activities recognition, the hybrid neural network works better than the traditional decision tree model and the traditional neural network model. One of the advantages of this neural network is that it has a strong nonlinear fitting capabilities,
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which makes it can be applied in the process of this experiment using a large number of continuous sensing data. The strong self-learning ability makes the neural network model can be used to identify the human daily activities with high feasibility. The idea of combining the neural network model and decision tree model not only makes the whole classification process more streamlined, but also made a significant improvement of the classification accuracy. The main drawback of neural networks is that it cannot able to explain their reasoning and inference based, which lead to the less of corresponding analysis. The lack of complete and unified theoretical guidance for designing the neural network structure is another limitation of the neural network model. Based on all the analysis of experiments result, the idea of the hybrid neural network model was designed and implemented, which combined the ideas of decision tree model and the neural network model. This hybrid neural network fully played the advantages of both data mining techniques, and achieved desirable classification accuracy.
Conclusions
This paper focus on the daily living activity recognition, and applied several data mining techniques on continuous sensing data, these techniques including the Decision Tree model, the Naïve Bayes model and the Neural Network model. Analysis and preprocess on the data varies with different classifiers in order to obtain a higher accuracy with the minimum cost. Based on these techniques, this paper proposed a hybrid neural network model, and the recognition accuracy of it is the most desirable one among all the classifiers in this paper.
